Nebraska Hall

Nebraska Hall is an all-male residence hall. It is set up in a traditional dormitory style, with community
restrooms on each floor. Nebraska Hall has mostly three-person rooms. It also has eight single rooms and
some two-person rooms and four-person rooms. The four-person rooms are reserved for secondthrough sixth-quarter students.
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Nebraska Hall is currently being remodeled.
Remodeled three-person rooms have one
set of bunk beds and one lofted bed, three
closet armoires, three desks and
three desk chairs. All the furniture in these
rooms can be moved.
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The rooms that have not been remodeled
have one set of bunk beds, one regular bed,
two desks, three chairs, one single closet
and one double closet. All the furniture in
these rooms is stationary, except the desk
chairs. If you are placed in one of these
rooms, you may be asked to move to a
remodeled room as soon as it is completed.
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Single-person rooms are located in a private section of
Nebraska Hall known as the “PODs.” This area has eight
single rooms, a two-person room and a lounge area.
There are large windows in the lounge area, but no
windows in the individual rooms. Each room has a thick
curtain for privacy. Only the students assigned to the
single rooms have access to the PODs. Each student
assigned to this area will receive a key that locks the
closet in his room. This key also allows the student
access into the PODs.
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(Reasonable Accommodations for Special Needs)
Stationary Desks - all other furniture movable
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